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Analysis of Some Finite Elements

for the Stokes Problem

By Christine Bernardi and Geneviève Raugel

Abstract. We study some finite elements which are used in the approximation of the Stokes

problem, so as to obtain error estimates of optimal order.

Résumé. Nous étudions deux éléments finis utilisés pour l'approximation du problème de

Stokes et obtenons des estimations d'erreur d'ordre optimal.

I. Introduction. Let S2 be a bounded polyhedral domain in Rd, d = 2 or 3. We

consider the standard variational formulation of the stationary Stokes equations: for

f given in H-\to)d, find (u, p) in H¿(Q)d X L20(ti) such that

(II) (vve^)',   »>(gradu,gradv)-(/>,divv) = (i,v),

\Vq<=Ll(Q), (<7,divu) = 0,

where we denote by (•, •) the inner product of L2(ß) (or L2(Q)d or L2(ß)</2).

Hereafter ¿¡¡(ß) is the space [q g £2(ß); jaqdx = 0). Now let A be a real positive

parameter tending to zero. We introduce two finite-dimensional subspaces Xh and

Mh of //¿(Q)d and L\(Q) respectively, satisfying the usual condition: for any qh in

Mk> <?/, ̂ 0> there exists vA in Xh such that (qh,div\h) # 0. We consider the

discretized problem: find (uh, ph) in Xh X Mh such that

(I 2) / W* G ***   "(gradu>»gradv>') -(/VdiwJ = (f,vj,

\v^eMA,   (^,divu,) = 0.

We recall that problem (1.1) (respectively problem (1.2)) has a unique solution (u, p)

in Hl(9,)d X Lo(ñ) (respectively (uA, ph) in Xh X Mh). Moreover, when (u, p)

belongs to the space Hm + 1(Q)d X Hm(Q), it is well-known (see [7]) that the error

estimate

(1.3) ||u - uj1)0 + \\p - Ph\\0,a < CAm(||u|Jm+i)o + |b||m,0)

holds whenever the following additional hypotheses are satisfied:

(HI) for any q in Hm(Sl) n Lfcil), one has

Inf   \\q- qh\\on<chm\\q\\m,a;

(H2) there exists a linear operator Uh from Hm+l(Q)d n Hl(Q,)d into Xh such that

vv g Hm+\ü)d n H¡(ü)d,     ,, * yHh     ,;,,     "n

0V \ ||v - nAv||1>0 < CAl|v||m + 1,ß;
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(H3) for each qh in Mh, there exists a function \h in Xh such that

(diw,,,?,,) > ^||?A||o,a||vA||i,n,

where ß > 0 is a constant independent of A.

Our aim is to give some examples of finite-element spaces such that hypotheses

(HI), (H2) and (H3) are satisfied. To this end, we introduce a family ($~h)h of

triangulations of Ü, where3Th is made of ¿-simplices with diameters bounded by A.

For any integer k, Pk(K) denotes the space of polynomials of degree < k on K.

We set

M^={qheL2(a);VK<E^h,qh/K<EPm^(K)}.

Then hypothesis (HI) is satisfied (see [2] for instance). Finally, we set

Xh = {v„ G V°(Q)d n //¿(O)'; VK G <rh, yh/K G PK);

hereafter we study some examples of spaces PK introduced by Fortin [6] such that

hypotheses (H2) and (H3) are satisfied.

More precisely, we give in Section II an example of a simplicial element of order

m = 1 and, in Section III, an example of a three-dimensional tetrahedral element of

order m = 2.

From now on we denote by || • ||m>a and | ■ \mQ the usual norm and seminorm on

the Sobolev space Hm(ü).

II. A Simplicial Element of Order 1 (d = 2 or 3). Let us consider a ¿/-simplex K

with vertices av... and ad+l. For 1 < i < d + 1, we denote by X, the barycentric

coordinate associated with a,, by i-j the face which does not contain a„ and by n, the

unit outward normal to F¡, and we set

d+\

P, = n,  n v
7 = 1.7*'

Then, we consider

(II.l) PK= P1{K)d ffi Span{p,, 1 <i<i/+l}.

(Note that dim PK = (d + l)2.) As far as the degrees of freedom are concerned, we

can choose the values at the vertices a¡, 1 < i < d + 1, and the flux through the

faces F¡, 1 < i < d + 1.

Lemma II.l. For any v /« <ë'0(K)d, there exists a unique UK\ in PKsuch that

nArv(a,) = v(a,),

if        rr     \ J ft 1<I<¿+1./ (v- UK\)-n,da = 0,
JFi

Moreover, n^v,^ depends only on v/F, 1 < /' < d + 1.

Proof. Let us denote by fl^v the classical Lagrange interpolate of v in Px(K)d,

i.e.,

d+\

(=1

(II.2)
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Then, as the p,'s are equal to 0 at any vertex, one has

(II.3)

d+ï

lï/fV = ñ^v +  E a,p,,
i-i

/ \ d+l

with a, =   /(v-n^-n^a //      U    A,da.
VF, I    JF,j-\,j*i

Moreover, on F¡,

(7+1

ukV/f, -     E     v(aj)\j + a,p,,
7-1. j*i

so that n^V/^. depends only on f(Oj),j # ¿, and on jF\ ■ n¡da.

Now, for each A, we consider a triangulation ^ of fi made of c/-simplices with

diameters bounded by A and we assume that the family (3~h)h is regular, i.e., (see [2])

there exists a constant a such that

(11.4) VA,VtVg^;,   hK^apK,

where A ̂  is the diameter of t£, and pK the diameter of the sphere inscribed in K.

With each K in ^, we associate the space PK defined by (II.l); then Lemma II.l

allows us to define an operator IIh from ^°(ü)d n H¿(Q)d into Xh by

(11.5) Víe5¡,   nAv/Jf = iv.

Lemma II.2. The operator l\h satisfies (H2)/or m = 1.

Proof. Clearly, one has

f div(v - nKv) dx == E   ( (v - n^v) • n,i/a = 0,
<J+1

'AT , = l   'fl

so that Vqh e MA(1), (<?A, div(v - II,, v)) = 0.

Moreover, we know that (see [2], for instance), for k = 0 and 1,

|v - 1V|,>Jt < Ch2-k\y\2,K.

Let us compute n^v — tlKv = EfJi1 a,p,. We consider an affine invertible mapping

FK: x •-» x = 5^Jc + è^ which maps the ¿/-simplex K = {x g Rd; V/, 1 < / < J,

Jc, ̂  0 and £f_j x¡ < 1} onto Ä", and use the notations x = FK(x), v = v ° F^1.

Clearly, one has

n2

?i\k,K= f D'

I     d+l

n *,
17 = 1.7"'

c/x

<cf
•'a:

í/+i

n \
7 = 1.7"'

¡73^1   |det S^dic < C|det BK\ \\BK\\'2

so that, by the regularity of the family (3~h)h,

(116)

But, since

nl       < Chd/2~k
Vi\k.K ^  u"/f

rf+1 i/+l

(      II    \jda=\áeíBK/P\ (     FI    Vd'
JFlj-l,j*i JP,j-l,j+t
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we obtain by (II.3)

|o,.| < C|det BK/P^X j |v - UKy\da < CJ |v - ñ¿v\do;

therefore, as 7°,(/C )d is invariant under fl¿,

M < 0\ï,k < C|det BK\~1/2\\BK\\2\v\2,K < CA^-^lvlî.jf.

The previous inequahties yield, for k = 0 and 1,

so that

v - n*-*!*,*- « Ch\ k\y\2yK,

b - nATvlli,n < Ch\v\2iQ.

We recall the proof of the following inequality only for the reader's convenience.

Lemma II.3. For any v in H1(K), we have

(ll.l) \\v\\0<Fi < C|mes/-|1/2A^/2{||/;||0^+ A>|1JC}.

Proof. As the trace mapping is continuous from Hl(K) into L2(Fi),

IMIo.f; = ldet BK/t\j. & ds < C|det BK/P\ {\\vfQ¡k + \v\lz }

< C|mes/;| A^{||u||o^ + h2K\v\Í,K}-

Let us now study the hypothesis (H3). We know (see [7, Chapter I, Lemma 3.2])

that, for each qh in MA(1), there exists v in Hl(Sl)d such that

(n-8) divv = qh   and   ||t||1j0 < C||fJ0i0.

Hence, the hypothesis (H3) is an immediate consequence of the following

Lemma II.4. For any v in Hl(Q)d, there exists vh in Xh such that

i(qh,á\\(\ - vj) = 0
(II.9) v^GA/r, rh'. .    *;...

\o»d\K\\i,a< C\\\\\lta.

Proof. Let us denote by wA the interpolate of v in the space

{u„ g «-»(a) n #¿(0); VK g STh, uh/K G PX(K)} ",

defined by local regularization as in [4] (see [1] for an explicit generalization to the

case d = 3). By the regularity of the family (^h)h, we know that the following local

interpolation error holds

(11-10) ||v - wj0i/c + AjchJ^, < ChjcIMIla,,
where AK is the union of all K' in 3~h such that KC\ K' + 0; moreover, each

element of 3Th is contained in at most M subsets A^, where M is an integer

independent of A.

Then, we consider the element \h in Vh defined by

S(a,-) = **(*>).

¡(y - vj-n, da = 0,
1 < z < d + 1,
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or, in other words, equal on K to

d+l

Vh/K = w/r +   E «,P,
< = 1

with a, =    f(v- wj-n,do ]/f     fl    \da.
VF, I    JFtj-l,j+i

Clearly, one has Vqh g Ma(1), (qh, div(v - yh)) = 0. Moreover, by (II.6),

d+l d+l

Mi,*-<Kill,*-+ E klllPilli.jr^Kllx.jf + chi/2-1 E kl-
i=i i=i

But, we also have

\a¡\ < C|det BK/F\    f (v - wj • n,. da < C|mes F¡\      ||v - wj0,/v
Fi

Lemma II.3 imphes

(11.11) k| < Ch^2{ ||v - wJ0iJf + hK\y - wA1ljJC}.

Finally, we obtain

Mi,* < Kill,* + hKl{ b - «Jo,* + *> - "h\l,K } >

which, together with (11.10), yields ||vA||1>a < C||?||lia.

As assumptions (HI) to (H3) are satisfied with m = 1, this element can be used to

solve the Stokes problem with an 0(A)-error estimate.

Remark ILL In the two-dimensional case, we can also consider a triangulation^,

of ß made of triangles and convex quadrilaterals. Then, if K is a triangle, the space

PK is defined by (II.l). If K is a convex quadrilateral with vertices ax,... and a4,

there exists an invertible mapping FK in Q2 which maps the unit square K — [0, l]2

onto K (Qx is the space of polynomials spanned by Jc,, x2, x3 = 1 - x1 and

x4 = 1 - x2); for 1 < i < 4, we denote by F¡ the edge with vertices ai_1 and a¡ (of

course, a0 = a4) and by n, the unit outward normal to F¡, and we set

4

Pi = ni(qi"F¿1),       ¿},=    El    *y.
7 = 1,7*'

Then, we consider

(11.12) PK=Q1(K)2 e Span{p,, 1 < z < 4},

where QX(K)= [p° F¿\ p g Qx). (Note that dim PK = 12.) The degrees of free-

dom can be chosen as previously. If the family (&~h)h is regular (see [3] for instance),

the previous results are still valid.

III. A Tetrahedral Element of Order 2 (d = 3). Let us consider a tetrahedron K

with vertices av... and a4. We use the same notations as in Section II, in particular,

we set

4

P, = ",    FI    \,       1 < * < 4;
7-1,7'»'

we also introduce the points at¡ = \(a¡ + Oj), 1 < i <j < 4. Then, we consider

(ULI)       PK= P2(K)3 ® Span(p,, 1 < 1 < 4} ®(Span(X1X2X3X4})3.
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(Note that dim PK = 37.) Let us remark that this space generalizes in the three-di-

mensional case the space studied in [5] for d = 2. As far as the degrees of freedom

are concerned, we choose the values at the vertices a¡, 1 < i < 4, and at the

midpoints a¡¡, 1 < i < j < 4, the flux through the faces F¡, 1 < i < 4, and the

moments fKx,di\(-) dx, 1 < / < 3.

Lemma III.l. For any y in %°(K)3 n Hl(K)3, there exists a unique l\Ky in PKsuch

that

(UKy(ai) = y(ai),

H-Aa.j) = v(a/7),

(III.2)

1 < í < 4,

1 < z <j <4,

/ (v - Ilj-v) • n,da = 0,       1 < i < 4,
'S

Í x,div(v - n^v) dx = 0,    1 < / < 3.

Moreover, YlKy/F depends only on \/F, 1 < i < 4.

Prao/. Let us denote by II^v the classical Lagrange interpolate of v in P2(K)3,

1 < z < 4.

i.e.,

IV = E v(a,)X,(2X, - 1) +     E     v(a,,)4X,X7.
i=l l<i</<4

Then, as the p,'s and X,X2X3X4 are equal to 0 on any edge, n^v can be written

4

(III.3) n^v = n^v + E «,p, + ßx,x2x3x4.
i=i

Since X,X2X3X4 is equal to 0 on dK, we have

(III.4)        a,= f/(v-n^)-n,da)//      U    \da,

Then, setting

(HI 5)

and using the Green's formula, we obtain

(III.6)     ß, = -Ux,div{r - UKy) dx /j"xiX2X3X4dx,

Moreover, on F¡, one has

n*-V, = n*:v/f, + a'P"

so that HKv/F depends only on y/F¡.

Now, for each A, we consider a triangulation ¿7~h of ñ made of tetrahedra with

diameters bounded by A and we assume that the family (¿P~h)h is regular.

With each K in^,, we associate the space PK defined by (III.l); then Lemma III.l

allows us to define an operator Ylh from ^(ß)3 n //¿(ß)3 into Xh by (II.5).

Lemma III. 2. The operator Wh satisfies (H2) for m = 2.

ukV = n^v + E «/P.-,
i=i

1 </< 3.
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Proof. Clearly, one has

( div(v - n^v) dx = ( x,div(v - UKy) dx = 0,       1 < / < 3,
JK JK

so that Vqh G Ml2\ (qh, div(v - n„v)) = 0.

Moreover, we know that (see [2]), for k = 0 and 1,

\v-ÜKA,K^Ch3K-k\y\3,K.

Let us compute n^v - II^v = E?=1a,p,. As in Section II,

|a,.|<c/" |f-ft^v|dô;
F,

therefore, as P2(K)3 is invariant under n^,

l«,l < C\y\xk < Ch3/2\y\3¡K.

The previous inequalities, together with (II.6), yield

|v~ nA-vkA;< Ch3K~k\y\3¡K.

Finally, we compute II^v - n^v = ßX,X2X3X4. Clearly, one has

„2. " \^2

(III.7)      |X1X2X3X4|,J, < C /. ||Z>A(X1X2^3^4)||  ll*j"|det BK\ dx

and, by (III.6),

< Ch3/2~k,

\ß,\ < C|det BK\ I ^/diviv - n^v) dx
Jf

We use Green's formula

1)8,1 < C|det BK\~l I (v - UKv) .dx +   j X/(y - UKv) ■ n da )
Jw J^tr j

/   x,(v — n^v) • n da< C{ |det 73^1       |v - II^vl 0 K + |det 73^1

But we remark that, since x = BKx + bK,

f x,(v - UKv) ■ n da = ( (t3^),(v - n^v) • h|det BK/%k\ do
JdK JdK V '

+ bKif .(v - n^v) • h|det 73^/3^| da.

Therefore,

/   x¡(y - HKy) ■ n da < \\BK\\ j   |v - n^-v| da

+ \bK\ I   (v — n^v) • n da
JdK
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Since the last term is equal to 0, we obtain

-i/2n
1/3,1 < C{ |det 5*1"    ||v - UKy\\0J(

4

+ |det ̂ r'll^H E |mes tv.|1/2||v - n*v||0
/=i

so that, by Lemma II.3,

1/3/1 < {hK3/2h3K + h-¿hKhY2}\y\3,K < Ch3/2\y\XK.

The previous inequalities yield, for k = 0 and 1,

k - ^Ak,K < Ch3-k\v\XK.

By (II.8), the hypothesis (H3) is an immediate consequence of

Lemma III.3. For any v in H^(il)3, there exists vh in Xh such that

Uqh,div(y-yh)) = 0

\«"*lhlli,o< cb\\i,a-

Proof. Let us denote by wh the interpolate of v in the space

[uh g <ii0(ß) n Hl(ü); V/T g 3Th, uh/K g P2(K)}\

defined by local regularization as in [1], so that (11.10) is still satisfied.

Then, we consider the element yh in Vh equal on K to

("I 8) V?* G M?\

with

va = «7, + E «.-p.- + ß*iX2x3x4
i=i

«,=    /(v-wj-n,da //      fi    a,.da,
^ /   JF,j-\,j+i

ß,= -jx,di\ v - wA- E«,P,   dx/jX1X2X3X4dx.

Clearly, one has Vg,, g Ma<2), (c/a, div(v - vA)) = 0. Moreover, by (II.6) and (III.7),

KIU<K||1)A:+ca1/2 Ekl + Ißl •

The a,'s still satisfy (11.11). We also have

|/3,| < C|det 73*| ¿(v-w,-E«,P,)^

/ x,\y-Y/h- E«,P/   -nda
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By the same way as in the proof of Lemma III.2,

1/3,1 < C |det BK\
-1/2

v - wA - E «,P,
1=1

+ |det t3*|   1(73*11
O.K

xElmes^A*3/2
/=i

v - wfc

4

E «.-p.
¿-i

+ h,
O.K

v - wA - E «,P,
1 = 1 1.*/ J

< C A-3/2l|v - WJL r + A-i^lv/rllO./f W,li.jc+ E l«/l •
1=1

Finally, we obtain

IKIIi.a: < Klli,/f + CA^IHv - wj0,* + A*|v - wjx *},

which, together with (11.10), yields ||vA||lia < C||v||1>B.

Consequently, this element can be used to solve the Stokes problem in the

three-dimensional case with an 0(A2)-error estimate.
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